LAS VEGAS: Vegas-style Olympic gold medalist Rigondeaux returned to Las Vegas with a controversial first-round KO that saw him knock out Flores in the final round.

The Cuban-born Rigondeaux announced the win, but after the fight Nevada Athletic Commission executive director Bob Bennett told broadcast reporter Kevin Cordero that they might have to review the decision.

"We will take a look at it if the punch landed after the bell it is a disqualification," Bennett said. "We want the right fighter to win. Anything is possible. We could take a look at it and do the right thing. Whatever it takes to make sure that justice is indeed served and he helped back to his corner where he sat during a lengthy review that eventually resulted in Rigondeaux being crowned the winner. — AP"

WINNING THE HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP

LAS VEGAS: Andy West (1) and Sergey Kovalev battle it out in their light heavyweight championship bout at the Mandalay Bay Events Center on Saturday in Las Vegas, Nevada. Kovalev retained his WBA/IBF/WBO titles with a TKO in the eighth round. — AP
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